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Abstract

The anterior cruciate ligament rupture is one of the most common sport injuries. Due to

ligaments’ poor healing capacity, surgical intervention is often required. Nowadays, these

injuries are managed using replacement autografts or to a lesser extent using artificial liga-

ments. With the expansion of tissue engineering, more recent researches focus on the

development of biodegradable structures that could allow graft functioning while enhancing

host integration. The main challenge is to develop a structure that gradually loses its

mechanical properties when at the same time the neo-ligament gains in solidity. Mechanical

behavior and reconstruction of natural tissue are the two key points for such a successful

device. This article evaluates the mechanical consistency of poly(ε-caprolactone) fibers

bundles grafted with sodium polystyrene sulfonate, as a candidate for ligament prosthesis.

In order to be medically used, PCL fibers need to cope with multiple steps before implanta-

tion including extensive washings, knitting, grafting and sterilization processes. The evolu-

tion of mechanical properties at each step of the elaboration process has been investigated.

The results show that PCL bundles have the same visco-elastic behavior than the native

ACL. Nevertheless, when undergoing physical treatments such as ionizing radiations, like

UV or β-rays, the material endures a hardening, increasing its stiffness but also its fragility.

At this opposite, the thermal radical grafting acts like an annealing step, increasing signifi-

cantly the elasticity of the PCL fibers. With this chemical treatment, the stiffness is decreas-

ing, leading to higher energy dissipation. Added to the observation of the structure of the

material, this demonstrates the possibility of the PCL to modulate it microstructure. In case

of orthopedic prosthesis, the need of such a construct is strongly required to avoid disten-

sion of the future prosthesis and to restore good knee stabilization, showing the promising

future of PCL ligament prosthesis.
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Introduction

The anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) rupture is a common injury which mainly affects young

and active population[1]. Faced to this problem, the development of synthetic devices for liga-

ment reconstruction began in the early 80’s[2]. After a multiple range of non-adapted materi-

als used, leading to synovitis[3–5] or prosthesis rupture[6,7], the choice of poly(ethylene

terephthalate) (PET) appeared to be promising[8–10]. Nevertheless, nowadays the non-

degradable PET synthetic ligaments commercialized still encounter limitations such as the

anchorage to the bone, the release of tear particles due to abrasion and a poor cell recoloniza-

tion with limited tissue ingrowth[11]. Given that, many studies are conducted with the pur-

pose of finding a material and a design which can have similar mechanical properties than the

native ACL and be well integrated in the body avoiding adverse reactions as foreign body

response [12–15]. Different kinds of surface treatments are possible to improve the bio-inte-

gration of prostheses, such as the control of the surface roughness, surface chemistry to

increase the hydrophilicity[16] or the grafting of bioactive molecules as peptides or drugs [17–

19] able to interact positively with the biological environment[20]. Moreover, with the expan-

sion of tissue engineering applications, the last objective is to develop biodegradable ligament

prostheses which degradation rate should guarantee resistance to mechanical stress during the

required time to the formation of a regenerated ligament and can act as a scaffold for cells col-

onization[21–23].

Our laboratory has been working for several decades on the elaboration of bioactive sur-

faces by using sodium poly(styrene sulfonate) (pNaSS) functionalization to allow the control

of the cell response[24,25]. pNaSS polymer has been covalently grafted on PET LARS ligament

by using a grafting “from” technique in order to improve the cell response[26,27]. After prom-

ising in vitro studies results [26,28], an in vivo study on sheep confirmed good recovery after 3

and 12 months implantation, demonstrating an improvement of the cell adhesion and coloni-

zation along the PET fibers of the prosthesis as well as the cell activity which can be compared

to that of native ACL [28,29]. With the knowledge of this surface chemistry control and within

the tissue engineering context, we started working with polycaprolactone (PCL) as a candidate

for the elaboration of a future degradable synthetic ligament. PCL is a semi-crystalline polyes-

ter which has its glass transition temperature (Tg) at -60˚C and its melting point in the range

of 59˚C to 64˚C[30] and which degradation is estimated to take 3 to 4 years depending on its

molecular weight[31–33]. It exhibits a viscoelastic comportment[34], presuming being a good

material for ligament reconstruction. In addition, PCL is already used in medical devices on

the market such as suture, ophthalmic patch graft, intrauterine device etc., so that its biocom-

patibility is well-established[30]. The authors have first developed the pNaSS grafting process

on PCL films[35,36] and the process extended to PCL fibers bundles is presented in this study.

In order to achieve and control the extrusion of polymer fibers, the textile industry uses

spin finish, waxes or lubricants [37]. Unfortunately, these manufacturing products can be

harmful when released from implants in body fluids of patients. Then, in order to be medically

used, PCL fibers need to cope with multiple steps before implantation including extensive

washings to remove spin finish, knitting into a final prosthesis, grafting process to covalently

bind bioactive pNaSS and finally, sterilization process. In this article, we investigated the

mechanical properties of PCL fibers bundles after the different steps of the elaboration process:

crude fibers, fibers after spin finish removal, fibers that have undergone the pNaSS-grafting

process and sterilization. After the elaboration and functionalization of the samples, we firstly

checked the presence of the pNaSS grafting using a colorimetric assay. Then, the samples were

seeded with primary sheep ACL cells in order to confirm the bioactive feature of pNaSS

grafted-PCL fibers. In parallel, we tested the mechanical properties of PCL fibers through
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different strain rate to define optimal conditions of mechanical assays. Afterwards, we applied

an axial load until samples rupture and determined the intrinsic mechanical properties. Load-

ing experiments were achieved to validate the limit of the elastic domain. Finally, in order to

understand the mechanical behavior of the pNaSS grafted and ungrafted PCL bundles, we cor-

related the mechanical properties results to the microstructure of PCL films elaborated follow-

ing different thermal treatments.

Material and methods

Samples preparation

Preparation of PCL fibers bundles. 20 PCL fibers of 110±15μm diameter each (Purasorb

PC 12, Luxilon Industries—Belgium) are associated and tied together in order to form 40±10

mm length fibers bundles. To remove the spin finish, bundles 10% (w/v)) are sequentially

ultrasound washed as following: hexane for 15 min, absolute ethanol for 5 min, then water two

times for 5 min. Samples are then dried under vacuum and stored at 4˚C until grafting process

or experiments.

Preparation of PCL films. Spin coating. PCL films are manufactured using a spin-coating

method. A PCL (Sigma-Aldrich, Mn = 80 kDa) solution in dichloromethane (30% (w/v)) is

dropped onto a glass slide and then spun for 30 seconds at 1500 rpm using a SPIN150-v3 SPS.

Films are then dried overnight at room temperature to evaporate the solvent.

Thermal treatments. The following thermal treatments are achieved on PCL films: (a) 4

days at 45˚C, (b) 10 min at 60˚C (melting temperature) then tempered in frozen water.

Films are then cut into small disks of 14 mm ± 1 mm diameter and stored at 4˚C before

observation in SEM. SEM images were carried out using a Hitachi TM3000 SEM operat-

ing at 15 kV.

Grafting of poly(sodium styrene sulfonate (pNaSS) on PCL bundles

PCL bundles samples are functionalized with polyNaSS using a grafting “from” technique.

After the spin finish removal step, PCL bundles are ozonated at 30˚C in distilled water under

stirring for 10 min. Ozone is generated using an ozone generator BMT 802 N (ACW) with a

gas pressure of 0.5 bars and an oxygen flow rate of 0.6 L min-1. Secondly, the ozonated PCL

samples are transferred into a degassed aqueous NaSS solution (15% (w/v)) under argon and

maintained either (i) 3 hours at 45˚C under stirring for thermal grafting, or (ii) 30 min under

UV (irradiance 10 W/cm2, Omnicure Serial 2000, Polydispensing system) for UV grafting, in

order to allow the radical polymerization of the monomer. Then, samples are extensively

washed with distilled water for 48 hours and then vacuum-dried. The evidence of the pNaSS

grafting is provided by toluidine blue colorimetric assay and the grafting rate is determined

according to Ciobanu et al [38].

Cell culture

Cell isolation. Anterior cruciate ligaments (ACL) from one sheep (a 2-year-old female

pré-Alpes sheep, weighing approximately 60 kg, free of degenerative joint disease) were

donated from a tissue back thanks to the collaboration with Pr V. Viateau at the ENVA, Mai-

sons-Alfort, France (Ligart protocol). Tissues are cut into small pieces of 1 to 2 mm2, washed

three times in DPBS (Gibco) and incubated in a 0.1% (w/v) collagenase (Sigma-Aldrich) solu-

tion for 6 hours at 37˚C under 5% CO2. The mixture solution is centrifuged (3 min at 1500

rpm): the supernatant is withdrawn and the clot is resuspended in DMEM (Gibco) comple-

mented with 10% Bovine Calf Serum (Sigma-Aldrich), 1% Penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco),
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1% L-glutamine (Gibco); cells are cultured in flask until confluence and prior seeding on

samples.

In vitro study. pNaSS-grafted and ungrafted PCL bundles samples are placed on the bot-

tom of a 24-wells plate using Teflon inserts. Primary sheep ACL fibroblasts (sACL) are seeded

onto the PCL fibers bundles at a density of 5.104 cells/well and cultured 3 days at 37˚C, 5%

CO2. After this period of time, the bundles are observed with an inverted phase-contrast

microscope (CKX31—Olympus).

Sterilization

Thermally pNaSS grafted fibers bundles were sent to LARS Company for undergoing beta ster-

ilization according to the authorized final process currently used for PET ligaments

sterilization.

Mechanical testing

All the mechanical assessments are carried out on PCL bundles samples by using a Bose Elec-

troforce 3230 equipment (Bose).

Traction experiments. Differently treated PCL bundles (effective length = 10mm) have

undergone with tensile loading until rupture. Stress strain curves until rupture are recorded

and Young’s Modulus E in MPa, elongation ε in % and the ultimate tensile stress (UTS) in

MPa are determined.

Load and unload experiments. Load-unload and fatigue fracture tests. Stress fracture is

studied by alternatively applying load and rest periods to the PCL bundle samples. The differ-

ent bundles samples are submitted to the following loads 3.5, 24 or 51N. The consecutive dissi-

pation of energy is calculated as the integral of the area enclosed by the hysteresis curve from

the load displacement graphs.

Statistical analysis and software’s

All the experiments are carried out a minimum of 8 times to get at least 6 usable results. Statis-

tics are calculated with ANOVA test (p�0,005 is considered statistically significant). Lengths

of cells and spherulites are measured with Image J software. Energies dissipation are calculated

with OriginPro 8 software.

Results

The presence of grafted pNaSS molecules on PCL fibers bundles samples was determined

according to the toluidine blue assays process. The obtained average value of the grafting rate

of the fibers bundles (n = 20) equals 1.14 ±0.50 μmol.g-1.

Cell culture in vitro assays

After 3 days of culture, samples were observed with an inverted microscope and several pic-

tures of the alive culture were taken. Cell lengths were measured using Image-J software. The

review of all pictures pointed out that the cell morphology along the PCL fibers of the bundles

was clearly different if cells were seeded on pNaSS grafted or on ungrafted fibers bundles as

shown in Fig 1. It was observed that the cells were longer and in line with the fibers when they

were on the grafted fibers. The mean length of the cells was found to equal 49.5±17 μm on

the ungrafted samples whereas it equals 76.5±27.7 μm on the grafted samples. Results showed

that cells are two times more spread (+ 54%) when PCL fibers were grafted by pNaSS in com-

parison to virgin PCL fibers. In addition, the number of adherent cells on surfaces is also
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higher on the pNaSS grafted- fibers bundle when compared to the ungrafted one as shown in

Fig 1.

Mechanical properties

Determination of the optimal strain rate conditions. Different strain rates were tested

to determine the optimal conditions of the mechanical assays on PCL fibers bundles (Table 1).

Results presented in Tables 1 and 2 evidenced the variations of the deformation when varying

the strain rate. According to these results, the best condition which corresponds to the lower

value of the strain rate equals 3.6 mm.min-1 and corresponds to 0.6% sample deformation per

second. Indeed, at this strain rate the slippage of the fibers inside the grips is limited and allows

sufficient observation time before rupture, with an average of 210 seconds before the sample

break. This strain rate value was then used for all the following mechanical experiments.

Influence of chemical and physical treatments on the mechanical characteristics of the

pNaSS grafted and ungrafted PCL bundles. The mechanical characteristics—Young’s mod-

ulus (E), elastic strain (ε) and ultimate tensile stress (UTS)—were determined for PCL bundles

having undergone different treatments–spin finish removal, pNaSS grafting comprising ozon-

ation, polymerization at 45˚C or under UV and sterilization–(Table 2 and Fig 2).

Crude fibers and spin finish removal step: Crude PCL fibers bundles: the Young’s modu-

lus E equals 1400 ± 92 MPa, with an elasticity ε value of 13.65 ± 1.0% and a UTS of

313.49 ± 6.57 MPa.

Removal of spin finish: The three values E, ε and UTC are quite identical before and after

the removal process of the spin finish (see Table 2).

pNaSS grafting process: The grafting of pNaSS is carried out in two steps: (a) an activation

step of ozonolysis to create hydroperoxide and peroxide groups on the PCL surface (oxida-

tion), (b) the polymerization of NaSS from the activated surface (radicals’ generation and radi-

cal polymerization). The mechanical characteristics of the samples after each step were

determined and showed that:

Fig 1. Images of primary sheep ACL cells seeded onto ungrafted (left) and grafted (right) PCL fibers bundles

after 3 days of culture.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205722.g001

Table 1. Experiment times and percentages of sample deformation per second at different strain rates tested.

strain rate (mm.min-1) 3.6 6 10 30 50

Time of experiment (sec) 210 126 76 26 15

Percentage of deformation/sec 0.6% 1% 1.7% 5% 8.3%

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205722.t001
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• the first step of ozonation doesn’t impact neither the Young’s modulus E or the ultimate ten-

sile stress UTS values whereas the elasticity is significantly increased (21%) varying from

13.21 ± 0.40% to 16.06 ± 0.79%

• the second step–polymerization from the surface by thermal grafting–is achieved in water

for 3 hours at 45˚C. This step is evidenced to significantly impact all the mechanical charac-

teristics: the Young’s modulus and the ultimate tensile stress are both decreased, 17% for E

which varies from 1324 ± 45 to 1098 ± 82 MPa and 6% for UTS which is decreased from

312.20 ± 7.45 to 293.25 ± 11.56 MPa while the elastic strain is 16% increased from

16.06 ± 0.79 to 18.67 ± 1.05%. These tendencies were identically observed when fibers bun-

dles have undergone the thermal grafting step of 3h at 45˚C but without the presence of the

NaSS monomer in the solution, demonstrating that these modifications are linked to the

temperature treatment and not to the presence of the monomer.

• the UV grafting process, does not impact the Young’s modulus as observed after the ozona-

tion step. A slight decrease (11.4%) of the ultimate tensile stress is observed, UTS varies from

312.20 ± 7.45 to 276.74 ± 7.36 MPa. Interestingly, we observed a 26% decrease of the elastic-

ity which varies from 16.06 ± 0.79 to 12.65 ± 0.97%, going back to the ε observed value of the

fibers after the removal of the spin finish. Taking this into account, the previous augmenta-

tion of the elasticity observed after the thermal grafting is not linked and cannot be attrib-

uted to the covalent binding of pNaSS.

Sterilization impact: The sterilization process was carried out by β rays. It has been

achieved on the thermal grafted bundles. Results in terms of mechanical characteristics showed

that the β rays sterilization process induced: (a) an increase of the samples stiffness when com-

paring the Young’s modulus value to that was observed after the thermal grafting step

(1125 ± 49 MPa); indeed, E value recover the observed value after the ozonation step and

equals 1258 ± 51 MPa, (b) a decrease of the elastic strain reaching ε value previously obtained

after the ozonation step and equals to 15.40 ± 1.40%, (c) a significant decrease of the ultimate

tensile stress of 22.2% which varies from 279.98 ± 14.06 to 217.80 ± 3.23 MPa after β
sterilization.

Table 2. Mechanical data obtained from experimental curves.

Young’s

modulus

Elastic limit Yield stress Elastic strain Maximum

load

Ultimate Tensile

Stress

Ultimate strain

MPa MPa MPa % N MPa %

Bundles with strain rate of 0.06 mm/s 1400 ± 92 163.05 ± 7.99 - 13.65 ± 1.00 59.58 ± 1.25 313.49 ± 6.57 81.96 ± 3.22

Bundles with strain rate of 0.10 mm/s 1482 ± 39 158.33 ± 0.61 - 12.10 ± 0.17 59.21 ± 1.68 311.51 ± 8.84 83.84 ± 5.38

Bundles with strain rate of 0.17 mm/s 1398 ± 96 168.56 ± 10.04 - 13.05 ± 1.14 59.67 ± 1.86 313.92 ± 9.79 78.86 ± 4.61

Bundles with strain rate of 0.50 mm/s 1506 ± 71 170.45 ± 8.98 - 12.79 ± 0.58 61.29 ± 0.71 322.47 ± 3.72 84.54 ± 2.86

Bundles with strain rate of 0.83 mm/s 1547 ± 60 179.44 ± 11.24 - 13.36 ± 1.32 - - -

Crude bundles 1400 ± 92 163.05 ± 7.99 246.69 ± 7.94 13.65 ± 1.00 59.58 ± 1.25 313.49 ± 6.57 81.96 ± 3.22

Bundles without spin finish 1404 ± 110 159.36 ± 5.10 246.3 ± 5 13.21 ± 0.40 58.63 ± 2.62 308.47 ± 13.78 76 ± 6.8

Bundles after ozonation 1324 ± 45 160.20 ± 6.60 249.41 ± 2.03 16.06 ± 0.79 59.34 ± 1.42 312.20 ± 7.45 91.08 ± 5.64

Bundles after thermal treatment without

pNaSS

1098 ± 82 150.20 ± 6.49 239.36 ± 8.12 18.67 ± 1.05 55.74 ± 2.20 293.25 ± 11.56 92.62 ± 8.33

Bundles after thermal grafting 1125 ± 49 161.42 ± 11.24 237 ± 11 18.80 ± 1.32 53.21 ± 2.67 279.98 ± 14.06 74.88 ± 10.84

Bundles after UV grafting 1301 ± 49 133.30 ± 10.28 226 ± 7 12.65 ± 0.97 52.60 ± 1.40 276.74 ± 7.36 77.89 ± 1.78

Bundles after thermal grafting + β
sterilization

1258 ± 51 126.05 ± 8.91 199.50 ± 3.35 15.40 ± 1.40 41.40 ± 0.61 217.80 ± 3.23 78.50 ± 4.23

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205722.t002
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Fig 2. Young’s modulus, elastic strain and ultimate tensile stress obtained from stress-strain curve after different

chemical and physical treatments (NS = Not Significant / �p�0,005).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205722.g002
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Stress-strain curve—Mechanical behavior analysis

The stress-strain curves of the PCL fibers bundles present three domains (see Fig 3): (a) a first

domain corresponding of the alignment of the fibers of the assessed bundle, (b) a second

domain which corresponds to the elastic domain, followed by (c) a plastic domain going until

the rupture of all the fibers. It is worth noting that the stress-strain curves obtained after the

different chemical treatments of PCL bundles exhibit altered curves with two slopes within the

elastic domain (Fig 3):

• a first linear elastic domain (IIa) corresponding to a deformation ε of 1.44 ± 0.23% of the

samples and until a stress of 18.2 ± 3.7 MPa

• a second elastic (IIb) corresponding to a deformation ε of 15.5 ± 2.5% of the samples and a

strain force of 150.5 ± 15 MPa. This non-linear elastic domain is present on the stress strain

curves of all the PCL fibers bundles samples whatever the applied physico-chemical treat-

ment. This is amplified in the case of the thermal grafting treatment which induces an

approximate 25% decrease of the slope.

• a plastic domain (III) appearing for ε deformation of 81.8 ± 7.2% of sample deformation and

for a stress of 286 ±34 MPa.

Load-unload experiments

In order to define the elastic and the plastic domain limits, fibers bundle samples were submit-

ted to load at 3.5N, 24N or 51N, corresponding to the required forces to respectively reach the

domains IIa, IIb and III. The deformation against time chart shows that fibers bundles recover

their initial stage without residual deformation for loading values 3.5N and 24N - elastic

domain, whereas at 51N loading, a plateau value is observed corresponding to irreversible

deformation of the fibers bundle samples (plastic domain) as seen in Fig 4.

Moreover, from the same experiments, the force-displacement curves show an hysteresis

loop for each of the three domains (Fig 5).

Fig 3. Typical strain-stress curves and delimitation of domains for bundles after spin finish removal (dashed line

curve) and thermal grafted bundles (full line curve).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205722.g003
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Insofar as this is the non-linear elastic domain which is increased when the samples have

undergone with thermal grafting, the energy loss was calculated from the hysteresis at 24N

(Fig 6). For a non-grafted sample, the energy dissipation equals 6.5 ± 0.1 mJ whereas the dissi-

pation of energy is doubled—equals 12.0 ± 0.9 mJ for pNaSS grafted samples.

Fig 4. Deformation in time of bundles which endured loading of either 3.5N, 24N or 51N.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205722.g004

Fig 5. Hysteresis loops obtained after load-unload experiments onto grafted samples.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205722.g005
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Microstructure of PCL

As the pNaSS grafting process of PCL requires working temperatures from room temperature

to 45˚C which is not so far from PCL Tm, the alteration of PCL microstructure has been

observed by SEM images after different thermal treatments (Fig 7). PCL films left at room tem-

perature after the spin coating process present a crystalline structure with spherulites of aver-

age size equaling 22.4 ± 6.1 μm separated by very straight lines. After 4 days at 45˚C, the

microstructure is changed and a rearrangement of the macromolecular chains within the crys-

talline domain was observed resulting in the formation of two types of spherulites: big spheru-

lites of size average 27.9 ± 6.4 μm surrounded by smaller ones of 8.1 ± 2.4 μm size. When the

film is quenched after melting an amorphous and homogeneous structure is observable.

Discussion

Cell response

The in vitro cell morphology study showed that the presence of a bioactive coating on the PCL

fibers material like the pNaSS grafting significantly improved the cell spreading and the

Fig 6. Comparaison of the hysteresis loops for ungrafted (dashed line curve) and grafted (full line curve) samples

after a load of 24N.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205722.g006

Fig 7. SEM images of spin-coating PCL films after 1 night at room temperature (A); after 4 days at 45˚C (B); after quenching (C) (Scale bar = 50μm).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0205722.g007
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numbers of adhered cells when compared to virgin PCL fibers samples. This result was in

agreement with the one observed on pNaSS grafted PCL films[36] and confirmed the interest

of grafting pNaSS on PCL fibers bundles dedicated to the elaboration of implan synthetic liga-

ment prosthesis. Indeed, it is well known that adhesion, spreading, proliferation and gene

expression are interconnected key factors of a good cell activity[39]. The implantation of syn-

thetic materials having a huge impact on the host response, the expected better cell response is

encouraging for improving the host response. Nevertheless, the improvement of the biological

response by the pNaSS grafting must not be done to the detriment of the mechanical proper-

ties especially for orthopedic applications and of the integrity of the structure of the material.

It is worth noting that the stress-strain curves obtained for the PCL fibers bundles were com-

parable to that of native anterior cruciate ligaments.

Mechanical behavior analysis

The mechanical stress-strain curves of PCL fibers bundles (see Fig 3) corresponded perfectly

to a semi-crystalline material with a viscoelastic behavior [34]. Because of the values of its glass

temperature Tg (-60˚C) and melting point Tm (59 to 64˚C), poly-caprolactone naturally

behaves in caoutchoutic state at room temperature which allows mobility of the molecular

chains when compared to other biodegradable polyesters as PLA and PGA[30,40,41].

The study of the mechanical properties of pNaSS grafted and ungrafted PCL fibers bundles

demonstrated that a treatment like the removal of the spin finish, did not affect the material

whereas others treatments as ozonation, radical grafting or β sterilization can influence the

mechanical behavior of the final construct. Indeed, the results showed that the use of ionizing

radiation like UV or β-rays increases the stiffness of the material but also its fragility resulting

in a hardening of the material. The method of sterilization for the future prosthesis has to be

chosen very carefully[42] and it will be necessary to extend this study to other sterilization pro-

cesses as ethanol or ethylene oxide.

In contrast, other treatments like thermal radical grafting were found to increase the non-

linear elasticity of the polymer, acting like an annealing step[43]. The first objective of the heat-

ing is the modification of the chemical surface by covalent binding of a bioactive polymer, but

the results showed that it could also significantly increase the elasticity of the fibers until

18.8 ± 1.3%. In the case of the specific application of the ACL reconstruction, the need of a

construct which can endure a reversible deformation around 13 ± 2% (average strain of the

ACL during walking)[44] is strongly required to maintain the stability of the knee by avoiding

a distension of the prosthesis. To summarize these data demonstrate, the possibility of improv-

ing the biocompatibility of the fibers surface and their elasticity in the same time during the

same very efficient process step.

Moreover, we observed that the stiffness is decreasing with the thermal grafting, leading to

a higher energy dissipation calculated onto the hysteresis loop. These results, added to the

observation of SEM images done onto films after different thermal treatments, demonstrated

the possibility of the PCL to modulate it microstructure with prior thermal treatments[45].

Taking into account that the knee temperature varies from 33˚C at rest to 36.7˚C after 1h

walking[46], the importance of an orthopedic biomaterial implant which can modulate itself

with temperature is given[45]. It could be interesting in further studies to mechanically evalu-

ate PCL fibers bundles at temperatures varying from 33˚C to 37˚C in order to evaluate the evo-

lution of their elasticity.

In a biological response control point of view, Abdel-Sayed et al. have demonstrated the

possible impact of the dissipation energy of polymeric scaffolds onto the modulation of chon-

drogenic expression[47]. They observed a higher gene expression of the cells in contact with
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the material which has the closest energy dissipation to the healthy cartilage. With the help of

the thermal grafting, we were able to increase the energy loss by our PCL fibers material, it will

be interesting to study if we can modulate this parameter by modify the protocol of the grafting

and then to study the gene expression of the osteoblast and the fibroblast in order to discover

if we have the same effect for these type of cells.

Conclusion

The aim of the study was to demonstrate that bioactive poly(caprolactone) fibers bundles can

present similar mechanical properties when compared to native ACL. This was demonstrated

by different mechanical assays and confirms the interest of the choice of PCL for the elabora-

tion of ligament prosthesis with appropriate mechanical behavior. Moreover, even if PCL is a

well-known biocompatible polymer, the functionalization of its surface by a grafted bioactive

polymer can significantly improve the biological response to this polymer material. This evolu-

tion to an improvement of the biocompatibility requires taking the mechanic modulations of

the raw material in account. By studying the mechanical properties after different chemical

and physical treatments, we demonstrated the possibility to modulate these features, especially

the elasticity, according to the grafting process used. Finally, because the anterior cruciate liga-

ment is naturally stressed in cycle fatigue, fatigue assays need to be performed; these results

will allow us to go on starting bioreactor studies.
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